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GLUON SQUEEZED STATES IN QCD JETV. Kuvshinov and V. ShaporovInstitute of Physis, National Aademy of Sienes of Belarus220072, Minsk, Belaruse-mail: kuvshino�dragon.bas-net.by(Reeived January 9, 1998; revised version reeived July 22, 1998)We study evolution of olour gluons and prove the possibility of gluonsqueezed states at the nonperturbative QCD jet stage. Angular and rapid-ity dependenes of squeezed gluon seond orrelation funtion are studied.We demonstrate that the new gluon states an have both sub-poissonianand super-poissonian statistis orresponding to antibunhing and bunh-ing of gluons.PACS numbers: 14.70.Dj 1. IntrodutionAnalogies between multiple hadron and photon prodution in quantumoptis (QO) were disussed long ago [1, 2℄.In partiular, Squeezed States (SS), introdued by Stoler [3℄ and namedby Hollenhorst [4℄, provoke great interest. These states an have reduedunertainties ompared with oherent ones, sub-poissonian (for oinidephases) and super-poissonian (for antiphases) statistis orresponding to an-tibunhing and bunhing of photons, an derease quantum noise [5℄. Thesqueezed light is generated from oherent one by nonlinear devies and ispure quantum nonperturbative phenomenon [5�8℄.In partile physis the study of SS was stimulated by sub-poissonianMultipliity Distributions (MD) for low energy lepton-hadron, e+e�; pp-ollisions. There were also a number of phenomenologial attempts to de-sribe osillatory behaviour of hadron MD for di�erent high-energy proessesby general squeezed state MD by analogy with QO [9�14℄. Weakness of theseapproahes was in its isolation from QCD.Studying orrelations in subsystems of hadrons in di�erent high-energyproesses led to the onlusion that for the MD desription we should takeinto aount of both QCD perturbative stage whih gives wide distribution(59)



60 V. Kuvshinov, V. Shaporovwith super-poissonian MD [15℄ and nonperturbative stage, whih must havesub-poissonian MD [16℄ that is typial for the SS distribution.Quark and gluon jets in e+e�, hadron�hadron, ep sattering proessesgive good possibility for experimental tests of both perturbative and non-perturbative QCD.The neessity of taking into aount of nonperturbative QCD stage wasdisplayed also partiularly in loal parton�hadron duality, fragmentationpart of Monte-Carlo generators, power orretions, instanton ontributions.QCD jet perturbative evolution prepares some �eld of gluons [17℄ whihthen sel�nterats nonperturbatively in onsequene of nonlinearities of Ham-iltonian. Our hint is that nonperturbative sel�nteration during jet evolutionan be a soure of gluon SS by analogy with nonlinear devies in QED forphoton SS.In this paper we study olour evolution of gluon states at the nonpertur-bative stage of QCD for the jet ring. We hek the ful�lment of the onditionof squeezing for evolved gluon state and study the dependenes of the seondorrelation funtion on jet one angle and rapidity. Some preliminary resultswere disussed in [18, 19℄.2. The nonperturbative evolution of gluonsLet us onsider QCD gluon jet. At the end of perturbative QCD asadethe fatorial moments Fq in jet are lose to those of a negative binomialdistribution [20℄. Therefore gluon multipliity distribution is like to negativebinomial one whih orresponds to spei� superposition of oherent stateswith poissonian multipliity distribution [21℄. Sine at this moment thereare gluons with di�erent olours and vetor omponents then at initial timethere is superposition of produts of gluon oherent states with di�erent theolour index b and the vetor omponent l of the next form 8Qb=1 3Ql=1 j�bl (0)i:Let us onsider at �rst the time evolution of gluon oherent state j�bl (0)ide�ned by the Shr�odinger equation with the Hamiltonian Ĥg whih has thestandard QCD form [18, 22℄Ĥg = Ĥ0 + V̂ = Z �12� ~̂Ea ~̂Ea + ~̂Ba ~̂Ba�� g ~̂Ea Cab ~̂AbÂ0 + g2 ~̂Ba Cabh ~̂Ab ~̂Ai+ g22 �Cab ~̂Ab Â0�2 + g22 �12Cabh ~̂Ab ~̂Ai�2� d3x ; (1)where Ĥ0 = 12 Z �� ~̂Ea ~̂Ea + ~̂Ba ~̂Ba�� d3x is the Hamiltonian of the �free�



Gluon Squeezed States in QCD Jet 61gluons, ~̂Ea = �~rÂ0a � � ~̂Aa�t ; ~̂Ba = h~r ~̂Aai; ~̂Aa � vetor potential of thegluon �eld, Cab are struture onstants of the SU(3) group.Let the X-axis oinides with the jet axis and the origin of oordinatesis at the beginning of the perturbative asade. Then gluon momentumhas next spherial oordinates: ~k = (j~kj os �; j~kj sin � sin'; j~kj sin � os');where 0 � � � �max is the angle between ~k and jet axis, �max is a half of thejet one angle; ' is the azimuth angle (0 � ' � 2�). Assume for simpliitythat the gluons at the end of the perturbative stage of jet evolution havelose energies. This assumption does not hange the results.Then it is easy to �nd that the Hamiltonian of gluon sel�nteration forthe jet ring with one angle � in momentum representation (with taking intoaount of the Lorenz gauge ondition1 ) is equalV̂ = k404(2�)3 �1� q20k20�3=2 g2�CabCadf(�2� q20k20�habdf1212 + abdf1313i+ abdf2323+sin2 �2 �1� q20k20�h2abdf2323 � abdf1212 � abdf1313i) sin � : (2)Here abdfijkj = âb+i â+j âdkâfj + âb+i âj âd+k âfj + âbi â+j âd+k âfj + ::; âbi �âb+i � areannihilation (prodution) operators of gluons, k0 and q0 are gluon energyand virtuality at the end of perturbative asade. Integration over � givesthe total jet one Hamiltonian.The solution of the Shr�odinger evolution equation for small time hasthe evident form j�bl (t)i ' j�bl (0)i � iĤgj�bl (0)it : (3)It gives possibility to study olour evolution of the gluon �eld within a shorttime. As an example onsider the evolution of the gluon oherent state withthe olour index b=1 and the vetor omponent l = 1j�11(t)i ' �1 � 2it� sin � �u3 + u4 j�11j2�	 j�11(0)i� 2it� sin � u4 �11D̂(�11)ja11(0)i� 2it� u2(1 + u1) sin � ��11�2 7X0k=2 �j�11(0); 2ak2i+ j�11(0); 2ak3i�+ it� u2u1 sin3 � ��11�2 7X0k=2�j�11(0); 2ak2i + j�11(0); 2ak3i� ; (4)1 Gluon squeezing is due to the Hamiltonian nonliniarities and does not depend ongauge �xing.



62 V. Kuvshinov, V. Shaporovwhere jabl (0)i is a single gluon vetor, D̂(�) = expf�â+ � ��âg is thedisplaement operator of amplitude �, the expliit forms of the onstantsu1; u2; u3; u4 and 7P0k=2( ) are given in the Appendix.Analogously we an also investigate the evolution of oherent gluon stateswith any other olour harges and vetor omponents.As the result the following onlusion has been obtained:1) for the initial vetors with the olour indexes b = 1; 2; 3 the vetorswith another olour indexes k = 4; 7 appear;2) if the initial vetors have the olour indexes b = 4; 7 then the newvetors with olour indexes k = 1; 2; 3; 8 and the vetors with theombination of the olour indexes 3,8: j�bl ; a3; a8i appear;3) as the result of the evolution of olour oherent state with b = 8 themixed olour states with olour indexes 4,5,6,7 appear.It is lear that namely the di�erene among the struture onstants of theSU(3)-group for di�erent olour indexes leads to the di�erent evolution ofthe orresponding olours.3. Gluon squeezed stateTo prove that the evolved state jfi is the Gluon Squeezed State (GSS)we must hek by analogy with QO the ful�lment of the squeezing onditionwhih has in partiular the form [8℄DN �4(X̂bl ) 12�2E = D�4(X̂bl ) 12�2E� 14 < 0 ; (5)where ��4(X̂bl ) 12�2� = D�(X̂bl ) 12 � D(X̂bl ) 12E�2�; averaging is made overjfi; real and imaginary omponents of the omplex amplitude of the gluon�eld are de�ned by the operators (X̂bl )1 = [âbl + (âbl )+℄=2 and (X̂bl )2 =[âbl � (âbl )+℄=2i; the operator of normal ordering N isDN �4(X̂bl ) 12�2E = 14(� �D�âbl�2E� DâblE2�� �D�âb+l �2E� Dâb+l E2�+ 2 hDâb+l âblE � Dâb+l EDâblEi) : (6)



Gluon Squeezed States in QCD Jet 63To hek the squeezing of the �nal evolved state it is su�ient to makeaveraging of the N �4(X̂bl ) 12�2 over the vetor 8Qb=1 3Ql=1 j�bl (t)i: In this aseit is easy to see that there an be DN �4(X̂bl ) 12�2E 6= 0: From the expliitform of DN �4(X̂bl ) 12�2E for the olour index b = 1 and an arbitrary vetoromponent lDN �4(X̂1l ) 12�2E = �4� u2 t d��(1 + u1) sin �hÆl1(Z33+Z22)+(1�Æl1)Z11i+(1� Æl1) sin �hÆl2Z33 + Æl3Z22i+ u1 sin3 ��h�12Æl1(Z22 + Z33) + Æl2 (Z33 � 12Z11) + Æl3 (Z22 � 12Z11)i� ; (7)(Zmn = 7P0k=2h(X̂km)1ih(X̂kn)2i; m; n = 1; 2; 3) one an see that the squeezingondition (5) is ful�led with unertainties 4(X̂1l )2 < 14 < 4(X̂1l )1 under thenext onditions: h(X̂1l )1i < 0, h(X̂11 )2i < 0 or h(X̂1l )1i > 0, h(X̂1l )2i > 0 andwith unertainties 4(X̂1l )1 < 14 < 4(X̂1l )2 under the next onditions:h(X̂1l )1i > 0, h(X̂1l )2i < 0 or h(X̂1l )1i < 0, h(X̂1l )2i > 0:Thus the evolved vetor 8Qb=1 3Ql=1 j�bl (t)i or its ombinations an desribethe GSS.Note that if we make averaging over the superposition of the gluon o-herent states with �xed olour and vetor omponents, or the superpositionof the gluon oherent states with �xed olour, or �xed vetor omponent, orsuperposition of the single gluon states, then we an see that the quantityDN �4(X̂bl ) 12�2E is equal zero, the ondition (5) is not ful�led and thesestates are not GSS.4. Two gluon orrelation funtionWhat ould be an experimental indiation on GSS? To answer this ques-tion, we an study the angular dependene of squeezed gluon seond orre-lation funtion by well-known methods of QO.



64 V. Kuvshinov, V. ShaporovBy analogy with QO we an write the seond normalized orrelationfuntion of gluons in the formKbl(2)(�1; �2) = Dâb+l âb+l âbl âblEDâb+l âblE2 � 1 : (8)The averaging here, as it must, is arried out over the state vetor8Yb=1 3Yl=1 j�bl (�1; t); �bl (�2; t)iat the moment t. If Kbl(2) > 0 then bunhing of gluons takes plae and thegluon antibunhing an our in the ase Kbl(2) < 0: For a oherent �eldwith a poissonian distribution of gluons Kbl(2) is equal 0. At the beginningof the nonperturbative region Kbl(2) = 0 beause the gluon state vetor atthe initial moment is the produt of the gluon oherent states.Averaging over the evolved vetor 8Qb=1 3Ql=1 j�bl (�1; t); �bl (�2; t)i whih alsodesribes gluon squeezed state, we obtainKbl(2)(�1; �2) = � M1(�1; �2)j�bl j4 � 2j�bl j2M1(�1; �2) +M2(�1; �2) ; (9)where for the olour 1 and an arbitrary vetor omponent lM1(�1; �2) = 24 t u2 �j�j2j�j2 sin(2Æ + �=2)n(1 + Æl1)(2 + u1 � Æl1)�(sin �1 + sin �2)� 12u1(3Æl1 � 1)(sin3 �1 + sin3 �2)o;(10)M2(�1; �2) = 80 t u2 �j�j3j�j3 sin(Æ + �=4)n(1 + Æl1)(2 + u1 � Æl1)�(sin �1 + sin �2)� 12 u1(3Æl1 � 1)(sin3 �1 + sin3 �2)o:(11)Here for simpliity we supposed that �1l = j�j ei1 for 8l and �bl = j�j ei2 ;when b 6= 1; for 8 l; 1�2 = Æ+�4 (phase Æ de�nes the diretion of squeezingmaximum [5℄).



Gluon Squeezed States in QCD Jet 65At the same time for the squeezed state of photons the seond nor-malized orrelation funtion at 0 < rl < 14 (rl is squeezing parameter foromponent l) is [5, 8℄Kl(2) = � rl[�2l e�2iÆ +(��l )2 e2iÆ ℄j�lj4 � 2rlj�lj2[�2l e�2iÆ +(��l )2 e2iÆ℄ : (12)It an be both less than 0 in the ase of phase Æ = 0 (oinide phases),and more than 0 in the ase of phase Æ = �2 (antiphases) orresponding toantibunhing (sub-poissonian MD) and bunhing (super-poissonian MD) ofphotons [5℄.Unlike orresponding expression (12) in QO Kbl(2)(�1; �2) for GSS (9)inludes also funtion M2(�1; �2) whih appears due to the di�erent oloursand vetor omponents of gluons in the Hamiltonian.We an write orrelation funtion in the terms of the rapidityKbl(2)(y1; y2)by transformationsin � =s1� tanh2 yu1 ; d� = � dyosh2 ypu1 � tanh2 y : (13)The angle and the rapidity dependenes of squeezed gluon orrelationfuntion are plotted for b = 1 at the time t = 0:001; �2 = 0 and y2 = 0(Fig. 1) under some reasonable parameters: g = 1; that orresponds to thebound between perturbative and nonperturbative regions; q20 = 1GeV2 thatorresponds to the gluon virtuality at the beginning of the nonperturbativestage; k0 = ps2hngluoni orresponds to a gluon energy; ps = 91 GeV andhngluoni = 10.From Fig. 1 we notie that angle orrelations have singularity at �1 �10�9 and then with inreasing �1 they derease and approah to the value0:522: Besides K1l(2)(0; 0) = 0 at the beginning of the nonperturbative stage(�1 = �2 = 0) beause the gluon state vetor at the initial moment is theprodut of the gluon oherent states.At the same parameters the rapidity orrelation funtion has two maxi-mums K1l(2)(y1; y2 = 0) = �2 � 10�5 at y1 = �1:98 and minimum K1l(2)(y1 =0; y2 = 0) = �7:295�10�5 . Sine the rapidity orrelations fall in the negativeregion then we have antibunhing of gluons at the nonperturbative stage ofQCD jet.



66 V. Kuvshinov, V. Shaporov

Fig. 1. The angular and rapidity dependenes of the squeezed gluon orrelationfuntion (K1l(2)(�1) at �2 = 0 and K1l(2)(y1) at y2 = 0), K1l(2) (0; 0) = 0:5. ConlusionThus nonperturbative quantum evolution of gluon state prepared by per-turbative asade stage in jets an lead at least in a small time to quantumqluon states�squeezed states.The two gluon orrelation funtion in GSS is alulated by analogy withQO. It was demonstrated that the angle orrelation funtionK1l(2)(�1; �2 = 0)has singularity at some angle and then with inreasing �1 it dereases andapproahes to the onstant value. At the same time the rapidity orrelationsfall into the negative region and have minimum at y1 = 0: This behaviourorresponds to antibunhing of gluons this is a sub-poissonian multipliitydistribution at the nonperturbative stage of QCD jet.Suh behaviour of the orrelation funtion ould be the sign of gluonsqueezed states. This e�et an be searhed experimentally at LEP andother failities where jets are learly seen under adequate taking into aountthe perturbative asade orrelations and hadronization.The authors are grateful for support in part to Basi Siene Foundation ofBelarus (Projets F95-023, M96-023).



Gluon Squeezed States in QCD Jet 67Appendix7X0k=2 ( ) = 3Xk=2( ) + 14 7Xk=4( ); u1 = �1� q20k20�; u2 = k404(2�)3 g22 (u1) 32 ;u3 = k302 (u1) 12 15�1 + u1 + q402k40� + 24u2(3 + 2u1);u4 = k302 (u1) 12 ( q40k40 + �1 + u1 � q40k40� sin2 �)+ 6u2[2(1 + u1)� u1 sin2 �℄ :
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